
LEANIX FOR APPLICATION MODERNIZATION: THE NUMBERS

LEANIX HELPS YOU SUCCESSFULLY EXECUTE YOUR 
MODERNIZATION STRATEGY

According to Gartner, many organizations struggle with 
bloated application portfolios characterized by high 
technical debt, unmanaged risk, and uncontrolled cost. 
Application modernization, they advise, is the clear 
path to reducing risk and maximizing the impact of your 
technology investment. 

When you upgrade critical applications, adopt new 
technologies, and take full advantage of the cloud, you 
unlock agility and scalability. What’s more, by revitalizing 
the application landscape and positioning the business 
for future success, you improve the experience for users 
and customers alike.

LeanIX Enterprise Architecture Management enables 
you to effectively and thoughtfully plan, execute, and 
track your application modernization efforts. Through 
continuous transformation of your IT estate, you will create 
a target architecture capable of supporting business goals 
and adapting to changes in the business environment.

With LeanIX, you can efficiently design your target 
architecture, build practical modernization roadmaps, 
and track progress towards a more optimized IT 
landscape. As a result, you can:

Improve the performance, reliability and scalability 
of your IT landscape

Enhance the overall user experience of your systems

Adopt new technologies quickly, respond to changing 
market conditions, and continuously innovate

Strengthen system security, protecting sensitive data 
and reducing the risk of cyberattacks

Rein in technology costs, including the cost of 
maintaining and supporting legacy systems

Future-Ready IT: Now’s the Time
When you modernize your application landscape, you improve performance, increase 
security, and drive impact across the business.
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Customers have realized a number benefits using LeanIX to 
drive application modernization

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



KEY PRODUCT CAPABILITIES

THE BUSINESS IMPACT

Establish visibility into your as-is 
architecture
Identify and explore which parts of the as-is IT 
architecture require modernization based on 
the 6R framework.

Execute, track and report on progress
Continuously update your as-is architecture while 
accurately tracking and reporting on the progress 
of your modernization initiatives.

Leverage predefined transformation 
templates
Model each change in your application portfolio 
in a standardized way to improve the efficiency 
of IT transformation planning.

Understand the impact of your initiatives
Know when and how your initiatives will impact 
the as-is architecture to provide full context for 
business decisions.

Visualize roadmaps and major milestones
Visualize transformation roadmaps, understand 
and track major milestones, and get an 
overview of your modernization effort.

Identify dependencies across your landscape
Understand dependencies between people, 
data, and infrastructure to plan and prioritize 
transformation efforts..

With LeanIX EAM, you can efficiently prepare, plan and execute your app 
modernization initiatives. The accuracy and reliability of the data we provide 
empowers you to identify application and system modernization opportunities, 
better align business and IT, and keep everyone aligned with clear reporting and 
regular tracking towards defined goals.

LeanIX gives Corporate IT and Product IT the visibility into the IT landscape they need. 

CIOs, CTOs and Enterprise Architects at over 1000 companies depend on LeanIX to make 
data-driven decisions, optimize IT spend, and effectively manage transformation. 

www.leanix.net

COMPANIES THAT TRUST LEANIX

See it in Action!

https://www.leanix.net/en/demo-eam

